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Simulation Based Design of Automotive Systems 
Werner O. Schiehlen 
Institute B of Mechanics, University of Smugan. W· 7000 Stuugart 80. FRO 
Abstract: The design of automotive systems using simulation tools features cost reduction 
and quality enhancement. This paper presents two basic approaches. The rust approach deals 
with the application of CAD data bases to the evaluation of input data for multibody system 
formalisms, most adequate for automotive system modeling. An object oriented data model 
for multibody systems is presented. The second approach covers the development of an 
integrated simulation tool for automotive vehicles and the corresponding animation facilities. 
Driving camfon is related to the human perception of mechanical vibration. A companion 
paper deals with the optimization of automobile parameters using the multi body 
systems approach. 
Keywords: CAD data base I object oriented data model I modeling I multibody systems I 
equations of motion I vchicle dynamics I simulation I animation I driving comfort 
1 Introduction 
The strong worldwide competition of automotive industries results in a large variety of 
automobiles to be developed in shoner and shorter periods. Thus, the classical method of 
automobile design via intensive experimental testing of prototypes is no longer economically 
feasible. Therefore, the dynamical behavior of a vehicle has to be simulated during the 
development process simultaneous with the ovcraJI design of the automobile. Most of the data 
for dynamical modeling and simulation are available in the CAD data base, blueprints and 
draWings may be omitted. This advanced method is part of Concurrent Engineering (CEl 
defined as an approach for designing and validating a product, its manufacturing process, and 
its quality control, all at the same time, see Figure 1. In panicular. Concurrent Engineering is 
superior to the traditional sequential engineering with respect to the time required for the 
development of a new product. An integrated infonnation processing results in an essential 
time saving, Figwe 2. 
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The dynamical analysis of an vehicle system is characterized by 
• modeling as a multibody syslem. 
• generating the equations of motion, 
• simulating lhe lI"ajectories oflhe generalized coordinales. 
• animating the vehicle system by moving pictures and 
• evaluating !he dynamical perfOllIJllllCe by adequate crileria. 
Relaled 10 !he dynamical analysis are lite following computational aspeelS: 
• CAD soflWare for !he modeling. 
• CAE fonnalisms for generation of equations. 
• ODE and DAE integration codes for simulations. 
• computer graphics for animations and 
• signal analysis and optimizalion codes for evaluation of lite performance. 
In a rlfSt step, a unique description of all the elements of a multibody system is required. 
Using an object oriented software approach, the data of multilxxly systems elements arc 
defined independently of the fonnalism applied for the generation of equations of motion. It 
will be shown how elemenl data are eXlI"aCled from lite original CAD data of a vehicle. In 
pankular. the design process and the dynamical analysis of the vehicle can be 
handled concurrenlly. 
It has been proven that symboliCally generated equations of motion are computationally 
more efficient than numerically derived equations of motion. This is valid not only for time 
integration during simulation but also for parameter variation during optimization or 
sensitivily analysis. ",speerively. The formalism NEWEUL will be presenled in delail. Open 
and closed kinematical loops in muhibody systems will be considered with respect to 
computational efficiency most imponant for simultaneous engineering applications. 
Automobiles are highly nonlinear dynamical systems which may be investigated by 
numerical simulation or by linearization techniques resulting in eigenfrequency analysis. For 
the numerical simulation the available integration codes have to thoroughly tested and 
implemented in software packages. Usually more than one code is required to handle all the 
different problems in vehicle system dynamics. The choice of the computer code may be made 
by the user or the software system, respectively. Due to the nonlinearity. the simulation 
results show usually very irregular or chaotic motions. Then. signal analysis techniques from 
nonlinear dynamics have to be included in the investigation. This is also true for the strength 
evaluation requiring stochastic methods from material sciences. 
Using the CAD data of automotive systems and the time histories of the generalized 
coordinates. the motion can be made visible by animation. This is a favorable approach for 
checking the simulation and to obtain a general idea of the mOlion. However. for an 
engineering improvement of a highly developed system like an aUlOmobile, special criteria for 
rating are necessary. Two of the most essential criteria are the riding comfort and the riding 
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safety. The comfort is related to the human perception of mechanical vibrations while the 
safety can be rated via the venica) dynamic tire load. It will be shown how the first criterion 
may be intrcduced in the Concurrent Engineering process. too. 
The final step, finding optimal parameters for the automotive system, will be treated in the 
companion paper by Dieter Bestle entitled 'Optimization of Automotive Systems: 
2 Multibody Systems Modeling 
Road vehicles can be modeled properly as multitxxly systems for the design and the analysis 
of components like suspensions. attilude controllers. shock absorbers, springs, mounts and 
steering assemblies as well as brakes and antiskid devices. The complexity of the dynamical 
equations called for the development of computer-aided fonnalisms a quaner of a century ago. 
The theoretical background is today available from a number of textbooks authored by 
Wiltenburg (I). Schiehlen (2). Roberson and Schwenassek (3). Nikravesh (4). Haug (5) and 
Shabana (6) . The state-of-the-art is also presented at a series ofIUTAM!IAVSD symposia. 
documented in the corresponding proceedings, see, e .g .• Magnus [7]. Slibar and Springer 
(8). Haug (91. KortUm and Schiehlen (10). Bianchi and Schiehlen [II) . Kortum and 
Sharp (12). 
In addicion, a number of commercially disuibuted computer codes were developed, a 
summary of which is given in the Multibody Systems Handbook (13). The computer codes 
available show different capabilities: some of them generate only the equations of motion in 
numerical or symbolical fonn. respectively, some of them provide numerical integration and 
simulation codes, too. Moreover. there are also extensive software systems on the market 
which offer additionally graphical data input, animation of body motions, and automated 
signal data analysis. There is no doubt that the professional user, particularly in the 
automotive industry, prefers the most complete software system for dynamical multibody 
system analysis. 
2.1 Elements or Muttibody Systems 
The method of muhitxxty systems is based on a finite set of elements such as 
• 
• 
• 
rigid bodies and/or panicles, 
bearings, joints, and suppons, 
springs and dampers, 
• active force and/or position actuators. 
For mon: detailS see Reference (2) or Roberson and Schwertassek (3). Each vehicle can be 
mooeled for dynamical analysis by these elements as a multibody system, Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Multibody Model of Vehicle 
The elements have to be characterized by body-fixed frames, Figure 4. Then, the absolute 
and relative motion can be defined by the (rame motion using the kinematical quantities of 
3xl-translational vectors rand 3x3-rotation tensors S. The description of joints, Figure S. 
requires two frames. one on each of the connecled bodies. The joints constrain the relative 
motion between two rigid bodies and. as a consequence. reaction forces have to be 
considered. Figure 6 shows the reaction forces r r and the reaction I r of a revolute joint in a 
free body diagram. A library of standard joints is shown in Figure 7. For more details see 
Dabcrkow [14]. 
2.2 Multibody System Oatamodel 
The Gennan Research Council (DFG) sponsored by a nationwide research project the 
development of a multibody system datamodel. too. In this project, 14 universities and 
research centers have been engaged and all of Ihem agreed on the datamodel (15) . 
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Figure 4. Two Rigid Bodies and Body-Fixed Frames 
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Figure 7. Librnry of Standanl Joints 
The dalamodel has been defined as a Slandanlized basis for all kinds of compu,er codes by 
Ouer. Hocke. Daberkow and Leister (16J. The following assumptions were agreed upon: 
I. A multibody system consists of rigid bodies and ideal joints. A body may degenerate to 3 
panicle or 10 a body without inertia. The ideal joints include the rigid joint, the joint with 
completely given motion (rheonornic constraint) and the vanishing joint (free motion). 
2. The topology of the multibody sYSIem is arbilrary. Chains. trees and closed loops 
are admitted. 
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3. Joints and actuators arc swnmarized in open libraries. 
4. Subsyscems may be added 10 existing components of the multibody system. 
A datamodel for elastic bodies is under development and will be completely compatible with 
the rigid body datamodel. 
A multibody system as defined is characterized by the class mhs and consists of an 
arbitrary number of the objects of the classes part and interact, see Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Multibody System 10 be Represented by the Datamodel 
The class part deseribes rigid bodies. Each part is characterized by at least one body-fixed 
frame, it may have a mass. a center of mass and a tensor of inertia summarized in the class 
body, Figure 9. 
The class interacl describes the interaction between a frame on pan a and a frame on 
pan b. The interaction may be realized by a joint. by a force actuator or a sensor resulting in 
the ciassesjoinl./orce or sensor, respectively. Thus, the class inreracl is characterized by two 
types of information: the frames to be connected and the connecting element itself, see 
Figure 10. 
As an example for an element of the class joint and the class force Figure 11 shows 
"damper. 
The presented classes are the basis of the class mbs which means the assembled vehicle. 
The model assembly using the datamodel is now easily executed. Figure 12 shows the whole 
procedure. According to the definitions, the datamodel represents holonomic, rheonomic 
tnultibody systems. 
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2.3 The Dalabase RSYST 
The scientific·cngineering database system RSYST is chosen as a software tool. It 
suppons the 
• development of user programs, 
o development of program packages. 
• execution of programs. 
o handling of large data sets. 
o analysis of data. 
One of the main applications of RSYST is the compilation of data and user programs. 
RSYST is written in FORTRAN 77 and. therefore. it has an excellent portability to all kinds 
of compute". The fundamental elements of RSYST are the following: 
0 execution control. 
0 infonnation system, 
0 dialogue system, 
0 output handling. 
0 dynamic storage handling, 
0 method and model base. 
0 database. 
The RSYST system has been developed by RUhle and his staff at the Computing Center 
of the Unive"ity of Stuttgart. A detailed description is given by Lang [17], Loebich [18] and 
RUhle [19]. 
Most important for the multibody system datamodel are the RSYST database and the 
handling of data objects. All the data in RSYST are considered as objects of a database. Such 
data objects are, for example, vectors, matrices, sets of parameters, texts, or formally defined 
objects. The data objects are stored in the RSYST database subject to a very efficient 
handling, they are identified by special names. 
Each data object in the RSYST database is characterized by a data description, identifying 
the data type. The data description permits a correlation between data objects and 
possible operations. 
RSYST offers the following operations on data objects which are completely 
internally executed: 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
object generating. 
object changing, 
object deleting, 
object listing, 
objects relaring to each other, 
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• objects storing and reading. 
• handling of components of objects. 
The objects have to be interpreted for the identification of their information. A set of objects 
with same rules of interpretation are called a class specified by a name. For example. the four 
components "rjrame, origin, axleseq. rangles" of the class ''frame,'' are shown in Figure 9. 
The database RSYST offers a suitable software engineering concept for muhibody system 
dynamics as shown in Figure 13. 
I User Interface, CAD I ~ 
00 
I Fonnalisms I ~ 00 ~ 
I Simulation I ~ 00 
< ~ I Graphical Output I < ~ 
< 
Analysis, Optimization ~ 
Figure 13. Software Engineering Concept of Multibody System Dynamics 
This concept provides the opponunity to use a modular structure of the software. 
i.e., different multibody formalisms may be combined with different simulation programs via 
standardized interfaces. 
The database structure of the assembled van presented by Figure 12 is shown in 
Figure 14. h is obvious that the two identical front wheel assemblies result in identical data 
input. In particular. different designs can be easily implememed and tested. 
The object-oriented multibody system modeling can be included in any CAD4 3D·softwart 
by minOT adjustments. The object-oriented multi body modeling kernel, shown in Figure 15. 
handles the data input and dialog the data Output. the storage of mbs dam and the 3D-graphics. 
As a resuh. lhe CAD, 3D and CAD· 2D model files are supplemented by a muhibody 
model file . 
·PART 
_inertial 
_FIlAKE 
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_vanbody 
_BODY 
_FIlAKE 
_jlfvheel 
_jdvheel 
_jrule 
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_BODY 
JIUKE 
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_rfrontv 
_BODY 
_F!UIIE 
_jvanbody 
_sdvb 
_5vhoel 
_rear-ule 
_BODY 
_FIlAKE 
. _btrame 
_j_anbody 
_alvb 
_dlvb 
_srvb 
_clrvb 
_slllheel 
_srvheel 
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Figure 14. Dalabase Sttucture of a Van 
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3 Generation of Equations of Motion 
The multibody SYSlem model has to be described mathematically by equations of motions for 
the dynamical analysis. In this chapter, the gencml theory for holonomic and nonholonomic 
systems will be presented using a minimal number of generalized coordinates for a unique 
representation of the motion. 
3.1 Kinematics of Mullibody Systems 
Acoonling to the free body diagram of a vehicle system, firstly, all constraints are omitted and 
the system of p bodies holds 6p degrees of freedom. The position of the system is given 
relative to the inenial ffilme by the 3x.l-lr.U1slation vector 
(I) 
of the center of mass Cj and the 3xl--rotation tensor 
S, =S,(a,~, Y,)T. (2) 
written down for each body. The rotation tensor Sj depends on three angles ai. Pi. Yi and 
corresponds with the direction cosine matrix relating the inenial frame I and the body-fixed 
frame i to each other. The 3p translational coordinates and the 3p rotational coordinates 
(angles) can be surrunarized in a 6pxl-position vector 
(3) 
Equations (I) and (2) now read 
r, = r,(x), S, = S,(x) . (4) 
Secondly. the q holonomic. rheonomic constraints are added to the vehicle system given 
explicitly by 
x = x(y, t), (5) 
where the fxl - position vector 
(6) 
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is used summarizing the f generalized coordinates of the system. The number of generalized 
coordinates corresponds to the number of degrees of freedom, f = 6p-q. with respect to the 
systems position. Then, translation and rotalion of each body follow from (4) and (5) as 
r, = r,(y, t), S, = S,(y,t) (7) 
and the velocities IU"e found by differentiation with respect to the inertia) frame: 
_ . _ ar, . ~ _ J ( ) . - ( ) 
v, -r, - 0' Y+ al - n 1,1 y+v, Y,I. (8) 
(9) 
The 3xf-lacobian matrices hi and JRi defined by (8) and (9) characterize the vinual 
translational and rotational displacement of the system, respectively. They are also needed 
later for the application of d'Alemben's principle. The infinitesimal 3xl - rotation vector Sj 
used in (9) follows analytically from the corresponding infinitesimal skew-symmetrical 
3x3-rotation tensor. However. the matrix JRi can also be found by a geometrical analysis of 
the angular velocity vector ~ with respect to the angles ai. ~i. Yj, see e.g .• Reference (2) . 
The accelerations are obtained by a second differentiation with respect to the inertial frame: 
(10) 
J ( ) .. dill,. aCII «, = RI y.t Y + --y +----!.. 
ay at 
(II) 
For scleronomic constraints, the partial time-derivatives in (8), (9) and (10), (II) vanish. 
Thirdly, the r nonholonomic. rheonomic constraints, especially due to rigid wheels. are 
introduced explicitly by 
y = Yly, .. t) (12) 
with the gx I-velocity vector 
Z(t)=[ .. z, z, ... z,r (13) 
summarizing the g generalized velocities of the system. The number of generalized velocities 
characterizes the number of degrees of freedom. g = f - r, with respect to the system's 
velocity. From (8) , (9), and (12), the translational and rotational velocity of each body follow 
immediately as 
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v, ""',(y,Z,I), fll, =/II,(y,Z,1). (14) 
The accelerations are found again by differentiation with respect to inenial frame I: 
dV,. dV, . dV, I ( ). = ( ) 
a,;, az Z+ iJ)' Y+ at =~ y,z.t Z+V, Y.z.r. (15) 
_ d(l), . dill, . dID, _ L ( ) . .;. ( ) 
0:, - ()z z+ dY Y+iil- .. y,Z,1 Z+Ol, Y,Z,I. (16) 
Here, the 3xg-matrices Ln and LRi are introduced for the description of the vinual 
translational and rotational velocity of the system needed also for the application of Jourdain's 
principle. Funher, it has to be mentioned that the panialtime-derivatives vanish in (15), (16) 
for scleronomic systems. 
In many applications. a reference frame is given in a natural way. For example, a railway 
vehicle running on a curved super-elevated tr.lck is naturally described in a moving track-
related frame. Therefore. the absolute motion may be also presented in a reference frame 
using the reference motion itself and the bodies' relative motion [20]. 
3.2 Newlon·Euler Equations 
For the application of Newton's and Euler's equation to mulcibody systems, the free body 
diagram has to be used again. Now the rigid bearings and suppons are replaced by adequate 
constraint forces and lorques as discussed later in this section. 
Newton's and Euler's equation read for each body in the inertial frame 
m v = r • + r ' i = J(I)p. 
'" , , ' 
, ' +-( - 1 ' 1 ' 
,Ol; (I) , ,(;), - I + . ' i = l(l)p. 
(17) 
(18) 
The inenia is represented by Ihe mass mi and the 3x3-inenia tensor Ii with respect to the 
cenler of mass C. of each body. The eXlernal forces and lorques in (17) and (18) are 
composed by the 3xl- applied force vector fie and torque vector lie due to springs. dampers, 
actuators, weight, etc .• and by the 3x l-constraint force vector fl and torque vector liT. All 
torques are related 10 the center mass Cj . The applied forces and torques, respectively. 
depend on the motion by different Jaws, and they may be coupled to the constraint forces and 
torques in the case of friction. 
The constraint forces and torques originate from the reactions in joints. bearings. 
Suppons, or wheels. They can be reduced by distribution matrices to the generalized 
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constraint forces. The number of the generalized constrainf forces is equal to the total number 
of constraints (q+r) in the system. Introducing the (q+r)x I-vector of generalized 
constraint forces 
(19) 
and the 3x(q+r)--distribution matrices 
F, = F,(Y,z,!), L, = L,(Y,z,!) (20) 
it turns out 
f,' = F,g. 1,' = L,g. i = l(1)p. (21) 
for each body. The constraint forces or the disnibution matrices. respectively, can be found 
mathematically. or they an: derived by geometrical analysis. 
The ideal applied forces and torques depend only on the kinematical variables of the 
system. they arc independent of the constraint forces. Ideal applied forces are due to the 
elements of multibody systems and funher actions on the system, e.g., gravity. The forces 
may be characterized by proportional, differential, andIor integral behavior. 
The proponionaJ forces are characterized by the system's position and time-functions 
f,-;::: f,-(X,l). (22) 
For example, conservative spring and weight forces, as well as purely time-varying forces. 
are proJX>rtional forces. 
The proponionaJ.·differcntial forces depend on the position and the velocity: 
(23) 
A parallel spring-dashpot configuration is a typical example for this class of forces . The 
proponional-integral forces are a function of the position and integrals of the position: 
(24) 
where the pxl- vec:tor w describes the position integrals. For example. serial spring-damper 
configurations and the eigendynamics of actuators resuh in proportional-integral forces. In 
vehicle systems proportional-integral forces appear. e.g., with modem engine mounts for 
simultaneous noise and vibration reduction. The same laws hold also for ideal 
applied !o"lues. 
In the case of non ideal constraints with sliding friction or contact forces, respectively. the 
applied fo",es are coupled with the constrain! fo",os (20). 
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The Newton-Euler equations of the complete system are summarized in manix notation by 
the following vectors and matrices. The inertia properties are written in the 6px6p-
diagonal matrix 
(25) 
where the 3x3-idcntity mamx E is used. The 6pxl-force vectors ijc. qe. ij' representing the 
conolis forces, the ideal applied forces and the constraint forces. respectively, are given by 
Ibe following scheme, 
(26) 
Funher Ibe 6pxf-matrix J and 6pxg-matrix L as well as Ibe 6px(q+r}-<iistribution 
matrix Q are introduced as global matrices. c.g .. 
- [ T T - T - T JT J = Jr l I n . .. Jill . . . Ju . (27) 
Now. the Newton-Euler equations can be represented as follows for holonomic systems 
in Ibe inertial frame 
M J y+ q'(y,y,t) = q'(y,5', t)+ Q g (28) 
and for nonholonomic systems 
M L z+ q'(y,z,t) = q ' (y,z,t) + Q g. (29) 
Iflbe holonontic constraints are ontiued, e.g .• z = y, Equation (29) reduces to (28), showing 
a close relation between both representations. 
3.3 Equations of Motion 
The Newton-Euler equations arc combined algebraical and differential equations and the 
question arises if they can be separated for solution into purely algebraical and differential 
equations. There is a positive answer given by the dynamical principles. In a first step. the 
system's motion can be found by integration of the separated differential equations and in a 
second Slep Ibe constraint forces are calculated algebraically. For ideal applied forces, bolb 
Steps can be executed successively while contact forces require simultaneous execution. 
Holonomic systems with proportional or proportional-differential forces result in ordinary 
multibody systems. The equations of motion follow from the Newton-Euler equations. 
applying d'Alemben's principle. 
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The equations of motion of holonomic systems are found according to d'Alemben's 
principle by "",multiplication of (28) with r as 
M(y, t) l' + k(y,y ,t) ; q(y ,y,t). (30) 
Here. the number of equations is reduced from 6p to f. the fd-inertia mauix M(y. t) is 
completely symmetrized M(y.n = Jl M J > O. and the constraint forces and torques arc 
eliminated. The remaining (xl- vector k describes the generalized corialis forces and the 
fx I-vector q includes the generalized applied forces. 
The equations of mOlion following from a moving reference frame agree completely with 
(30). Thus. the choice of the reference frame doesn't affect the equations of motion at all. 
However. kinematics and Newton-Euler equations as weH as the application of d'Alemben's 
principle may be strongly simplified by the choice of proper reference frames. 
Nonholonomic systems with proportion:l.I . integral forces produce gtntral multibody 
systems. The equations of motion are obtained from the Newton· Euler Equations (29) where 
the proponional·integral forces (24) and Jourdain's principle have to be regarded. However, 
the equations of motion are not sufficient. they have to be completed by the nonholonomic 
constraint equation (12). Thus, the complete equations read as 
M(y ,z.t)' + k(y,z, t) ; q(y,z, w,t), (31 ) 
Now, the number of equations is reduced from 6p to g and the gxg-symmeoic inenia matrix 
M(y,z,t) = i7 M L > 0 appears . Funher, k and q are gxl - vectors of generalized corioHs 
and applied forces. The Equations (31) are in the literature also denoted as Kane's equations. 
In addition to the mechanical representation (31) of a multibody system, there also exists 
the possibility to use the morc general representation of dynamical systems, e.g., 
X; (.,u.t. p)., v; g(',u.t,p), (32) 
where x means in (33) the state vector, v the output vector, U the input vector of controls, t 
the time and p the vector of mechanical and control parameters or design 
variables, respectively. 
The constraint forces are completely omitted by the dynamical principles. However, they 
are also of engineering interest for the load in joints, bearings and supports, and they are 
absolutely necessary for the computation of contact and friclion forces. From the 6p 
coordinates of the constraint force vector ii' there are only (q+r) coordinates linear 
independent according to (21) . Therefore, only the (q+r)xl-vector g of the generalized 
constraint forces is ne~ed . The results are given for holonomic systems only. r=O. but they 
can be transferred to nonholonomic systems without any problem. 
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The premuhiplicalion of (28) by QT r;r' resuhs according to d'Alemben's principle 
immediately in the equations of reaction 
N(y,I) g+q(y,),,1) = k(y,)"I) (33) 
where N(y.t) = <r '~rl Q > 0 is the symmemcal qxq-reaction matrix and q and k are 
qxl-vectors. 
3,4 Formalism NEWEUL 
The equations of motion presented are automatically generated by the formalism NEWEUL 
described in !he Multibody Syslems Handbook [131,100. 
NEWEUL is a software package for the dynamic analysis of mechanical systems with the 
multibody system method. It comprises the computation of the symbolic equations of motion 
by !he modul NEWEUL and !he simulation of Ihe dynamic behavior by !he modul NEWSIM. 
Multibody systems are mechanical models consisting of 
• rigid bodies, 
• 
• 
• 
arbittary constraining elements (joints. position control elements), 
passive coupling elements (springs, dampers), and 
active coupling elements (force control elements). 
The topological srructure of the models is arbitrary, thus possible configurations arc 
• 
• 
• 
systems with chain Sb'Ucture. 
systems with tree structure, and 
systems with closed kinematical loops. 
The scieronomic or rheonomic constraints may be 
• holonomic or 
• nonholonomic. 
The software package NEWEUL has been successfully applied in industria) and academic 
research institutions since 1979. The major fields of application are 
• vehicle dynamics, 
• dynamics of machinery, 
• robot dynamics, 
• biomechanics. 
• salellile dynamics, 
• dynamics of mechanisms. 
The soflware package NEWEUL offers Iwo approaches for muhibody syslem modeling. 
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These are 
• the successive assembly approach using the k.inematics of relative motions. and 
• the modular assembly approach based on subsystems. 
The input data for NEWEUL have 10 be entered in inpUi files prepared with prompts 
and comments. 
4 Numerical Simulation of Automotive Systems 
For the simulation of multibcxly systems. the compulational efficiency is most important. A 
drawback of the equations of motion (30) is the fact thaI the inenia matrix has (0 be inverted 
(34) 
a procedure of high computational costs. In robol dynamics. however. there has been 
developed quite a number of methods to circumvent this difficuhy see Hollerbach (21], 
Walker and Orin (221, Brandl, Johanni and Ouer (23J. It turns out that for open chains, the 
second derivative of (5) can be replaced by the recursive kinematic relation 
x;Cx+Jy+~ (35) 
and the Newton-Euler Equations (28) are to be rewritten as 
(36) 
where C is a 6px6p-geometry-matrix with suhmatrices on Ihe lower subdiagonal only and J 
and Q are blockdiagonal matrices of local Jacobian and distribution matrices (24J. Funher, the 
-6p.6(>-inertia rnatri. M is block-diagonal and time-invariant. Equations (35) and (36) can be 
solved recursively, avoiding the inversion of Ihe fxf- inerlia matrix M from (30). In 
Reference 124J. it has been shown thaI the recursive formalisms can be interpreted as a 
sophisticated backward recursion using the Gaussian algorithm. However. all the recursive 
approaches are restricted to chain or tree topology of multibody systems, closed kinematica1 
loops cannot be O'<:ated. 
Equation (35) and (36) represent 12p differential a1gebraical equations (DAE) for the 12p 
unknowns summarized in the veclor x, y, g where p is the number of bodies. see Chapter 3. 
The elimination of the relative acceler.:uions y in (35) by prcmultiplication with QT according 
to the onhogonality condition results in 
4>(.,X,x) ; QT (E _ CT) x _ QT~ (37) 
a set of q equations which have the second integral 
<1>(.); 0 (38) 
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representing the q holonomic. rheonomic constraints (5) of the multibody system impiicity. 
The elimination of the absolute accelerations x in (35) and (36) results again in the f equations 
of motion (30). 
4.1 Computational Aspects of Simulation 
The partially reduced Equations (36) and (38) represent differential algebraical equations 
(DAE) with the 6p+q unknowns in vectors x. g and the sparse matrices M. C and Q. On the 
other hand, the fully reduced equations (30) represent ordinary differential equations (ODE) 
with 6p-q :: f unknowns in vector y and the full matrix M. There are several integration 
codes for DAE and ODE available which have been tested by Leister [25]. The results 
presemed in Figure J 6 show that for closed and open loop structures, the full reduced 
equations are more efficient. In the case of open loops, the ODE approach can be speeded up 
lUursively if the number of bodies is p>8 as Valasek [26] found. 
Due to the implicit fannulation of the constraint equations. the closed loop problem does 
not exist in the DAE approach. However, in the ODE approach it deserves a special treatment. 
There are two possibilities to overcome this problem: 
• automatic choice of an optimal set of generalized coordinates during integration as 
implemented by Leister [271 and 
• preselection of complementary sets of generalized coordinates by kinematical analysis 
before integration as proposed in Reference [24]. 
The first method is used in the latest version of the formalism NEWEUL. 
4.2 Dynamical Analysis with NEWEUL.NEWSIM Software 
NEWEUL generates the equation of motion of muhibody systems in symbolic fonn. The 
computation is based on the Newton-Euler approach with application of the principles of 
d'Alemben and Jourdain. The resulting equations of motion may be 
• 
• 
• 
linear. 
partially linearized, or 
nonlinear 
symbolic differential equations. Constant parameters can be included in numerical fonn. 
Nonlinear coupling elements in kinematically linear models are also permitted. 
For the output format of the equations of motion, several options are possible. 
FORTRAN compatible output allows the equations to be included in commercial software 
packages for dynamic analysiS and simulation such as, ACSL. Another output format allows 
the processing of the equations with the formula manipulation program MAPLE. 
IlA&.l / 1J5G{II 
--------
IlID 
OA\3. 
DAE I(XX 
ODE { 
IlA@,I / 1JS[,(l)E 
--------
IlID 
- - -
1100 
DAE { 
_ . _ . _ . 
0A\3. 
_ . . _ . . 
lOX 
IlIA\3. 
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Figure 16. Comparison of lntegr-llion Codes for Multibody Simulations 
Control parameters for compression and factorization enable the user to change the 
sttucture of the output equations, Figure 17. For example. the user may want to obtain fully 
symbolic equations of motion in order to check the results for modeling and input errors. 
Later, computationally efficient compressed equations can be generated for the 
verified model. 
Fully symbolic output: 
c> Inerti. Hatrlx 
H(1,1)-Hl'~"2+Il+ 
+ HZ*C"Z+Kl*C"2 
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K(l,l)--kl t S t C*SIN(ALl)*COS(AL2)+ 
+ H2 t B*C*SIN(AL2) -cos (ALl) 
"(2,2)·"2·.··2+12 
K(1,1)-Kl*S*C'SIN(ALl)*COS(AL1)-
Kl*atC*SIN(AL1)*COS(ALl) 
"(3,2)-0. 
H(l,l)-HJ·."Z+Il 
Factorized output: 
c> Inerti. Matrix 
H(1,1)-(C'C*(H2+HJ)+ 
+ (HI'A"2+Il)} 
K{2,1)-C t BtK2 t SIH(AL2-AL1) 
)(2,2)-()(2*B"2+12) 
H(l,l)-C'B'Hl*SIN(ALl-ALJ) 
H(3,2)-0. 
K(J,J}-(H3*S"2+IJ} 
Figure 17. NEWEUL Output of Fully Symbolic and Factorized Inenia Matrix 
The software module NEWSIM allows the simulation of the symbolic equations of 
motion provided by module NEWEUL. It automatical1y generates a problem specific 
simulation program. The user simply has to add the specification of 
• force laws, 
• sYStem parameter values. and 
• initial conditions. 
The simulation results are stored in ASCII data files that can be visualized with arbitrary 
graphics packages. The software structure is shown in Figure 18. 
The simulation results may contain 
• the time history of the state variables, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
the Idnematical data of observation ]X)ints, 
data for animation, 
the time history of the reaction forces, and 
user-defined output data. 
Apart from time simulations, additional analyses can be performed with the module 
NEwS 1M. These additional features include: 
• the quasi static analysis, 
• the computation of the Slate of equilibrium and 
• the treattnent of the inverse dynamics problem. 
The software package NEWEUL is written in FORTRAN 77 and can be implemented on any 
workstation or mainframe with a FORTRAN 77 compiler. NEWEUL uses its own 
fannula manipulator. 
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Figure 18. Software Struclure of NEWEUL 
5 Animation and Human Perception 
The simulation proouces a large number of data which can be stored in the database. But it is 
necessary to extract the most valuable information from the simulation data. This can be done 
by visualization of the motion or by introducing suitable pcrfonnance criteria, one of them is 
the human pen;cption of mechanical vibrations. 
5.1 Animation or Molion 
The visualization of motion can be achieved by the CAD·3D·System or by a separate 
visualization software 1001, respectively. Figure 19. The animation principle is shown in 
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Figure 20. The infonnation on the 3x I-translation vector q and the 3x3-rotation tensor Sj 
follows according to (7) from the simulation. This infonnation is used in the 4x4-Denavit-
Hardenbcrg ma1rix forinstancing of the geometric structure at each time step. Daberkow [14J 
used in the visualization software tool VISANI geometric modeling by polygon sets, as 
shown in Figure 21. and the PfUGS standard. 
b} VIsualization In VlSua1lsation sortwara 1001 
CAD-3D- CAD-3D-
syslem oy&1em 
, ). , >-
Multlt:xx1y Multlbody 
progtam padcage program package 
, ). 
I SlmulaUOn 
Figure 19. Visualization of Motion 
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Figure 20. Animation Principle 
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Figure 21 . Visualization Software Tool 
An overtaking maneuver of a van is presented in Figure 22. The gross motion can be 
easily observed. However. infonnation on the vertical acceleration acting on the driver is 
not visible. 
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Figun: 22. Ovenaking Maneuverofa Van 
5.2 Human Perception 
Even jf the road Toughness is small and cannot be visualized in an animation. the roughness 
generates mechanical vibrations of the vehicle acting on the human body. These vibrations 
depend on the vehicle model, its equations of motion. and the excitation by the road. Since the 
road roughness represents a stochastic process, the resulting vehicle vibrations are random, 
too. Therefore. stochastic methods of signal analysis have to be used. 
With respect to vehicle vibrations, only the scalar venicai acceleration a(l) will be 
considered as a criteria for the riding comfort. Then, the perception follows as 
K: <r. = a,'f+-Ir (Ol)I' S (Ol) dOl __ 11 a (39) 
where a = 20 s2/m is a constant. fa (w) is the frequency response of the venical sensation and 
S. (w) is the specttal density of the venical acceleration aCt). The frequency response f. (w) is 
given by the international standard [28J and shown in Figure 23. In the time domain. the 
frequency response is replaced by a second order shape filter 
a(t) = h'v(t). v(t) = F vet) + g a(l). (40) 
where vet) is the hi- filter state vector. F the 2x2-filter matrix. g the 2x1-input vector and 
ii the 2xI-output vector. A frequency response of the filler (40) is shown in Figure 23. too. 
Now the perception reads as 
2 1 LT -K = oi=a h P.h (41) 
where Pi is me 2x2~ovariance matrix of the shape filter process VCt) , 
-= 2 3 
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Figure 23, Frequency Response of Human Sensation 
The final results (39) and (41) are given in the frequency domain and the time domain. 
respectively. It turns out that an infinite integral has to be evaluated in the frequency domain 
while in the time domain. only an algebraic matrix operation is required. Therefore. the 
covariance analysis using the time domain is preferable [29J. 
In Figure 24, a complex vehicle is shown conSisting of 4 mass points and 7 rigid bodies 
subject to 35 constraints resulting in (=19 degrees of freedom. In addition, there are two serial 
spring-damper~onfigurations at the engine. Further. four first order excitation shape filters 
are considered while the sensation shape filter will be neglected. Then. the global system has 
the order n;4.4, The human sensation of mechanical vibration will be discussed only with 
respect to the venica! acceleration of the car body. Numerical results for this complex vehicle 
have been published by Kreuzer and Rill [30J. Figure 25 shows the RMS value or standard 
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deviation. respectively. of the vcnical acceleration nonnalized by the eanh acceleration for 
each location (C. 0) on the car body. It tums out. that the optimal ride characteristics are 
found in the middle of the car body. Thus. qualitative experience and quantitative 
measurements are confumed by theoretical system analysis very well. 
CAHL 
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iZT B~?: .\-l -~AT 
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Figure 24. Model of Complex Vehicle under Random Excitation 
6 Conclusion 
AK 
A simulation based design of automotive systems requires modeling using CAD data and well 
defined multi body system datamodels. The object-oriented approach of modem software 
engineering is most adequate for multibody system data. Formalisms generating symbolic 
equations of motion are efficient for dynamical analysis, simulation, and optimization of 
Figure 25. Vehicle Standard Deviation of Aeeeleration Vehicle Body relaled 10 Earth 
Acceleration 
vehicle systems. Numerical simulation codes for the ordinary differential equation 
representations are superior to differential algebraical equations represemations as shown with 
two examples. The evaluation of simulation data cannot be restricted to graphical 
interpretation by animation. Advanced vehicle design has to consider quite a number of 
performance criteria and requirements. e.g., the vertical frequency·weighted random 
accelerations. Software engineering concepts are most important to vehicle analysis casks 
within the overall Concurrent Engineering procedure. A method for the optimization of 
automotive systems is presented by Bestle (31] in this volume, too. 
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